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th e j r a n d v a l l e y e t a t e c o l l e g e *

Thomas Jefferson College And
The Arts In The FlU I U 1 C
by O w h i DeJeng
Next fall Thomas Jefferson Collafla wlU
open a community Art* Center In Orand
«■!»«*■. rut imr n r»i y ea r ii will consist
at two closely related p arts-the Orand
Rapids (experimental Theatre Workshop
(Stage 31 and the School Program
Dean T. Dan Gilmore calls the school
program "the beat thing to happen at
TJC. It's a personal kick, really excit
ing," he adds, "and It matches our
philosophy of caring more for the quality
ot personal living than vocation "
The program , directed by Robert
Moyer, on* of two theatre tutors at the
college, will lake professional actor* Into
-\ v > x . ':
.
the elementary school classrooms to
provide participatory experience with
' -' x .'.
'
theatre on an Intimate level for students.
*
*
Worked out In dose cooperation with
\\ 1
jt
"I
Grand Rapida achool administrators and
& \
teachers. II will also make use of serious
m
\
theatre students as apprentices to the
1 V,
• >
professional company
.
*•
-.
, *• y
The main goal under which the center
will operate la to integrate learning, art
and life In that each can become a part of
the other. It's designed to fill s need net
currently dealt with by any local institu
Michael Birtwistle, director ef the CemmunHy Arts O u ter " , . . by
tion as its primary goal-aesthetic educa
emphasizing our belief In people* learning when they are ready lo learn."
tion for the general school population."
e*oro by Mcb t* Oumton
kinds of performing groups-from madRecognising learning as a continuing and
that
is at the heart of the Community
rtgal singers to Jazz ensembles and string
life-giving activity, we Intend to minimize
quartets, as well as a general contempor
Arts Center."
the differences between elementary, sec
ary music group.
ondary, collegiate and informal learning
In addition, something new will be
by emphasizing our belief in peoples
Also next year, three students will have
added this summer—Street Theatre '73.
learning when they arc ready to learn,”
Based on the Street Theatre 72 concept,
their works performed publicly on the
says Mike Birtwistle, director of the
created by Robert Moyer In New Orleans
east and west coasts, and by one of the
Community Arts Center.
last summer this project combines per
groups to be formed next year with that
"Our learners will be of many types:
formances by well trained actors with
function in mind.
college students who have unfocused
exciting involvement of the observers in
The "adjunct" artist program Will
interest in the arts and wish simply to
specially-designed participation pieces.
continue, with the best possible musi
explore; adults no longer connected to
Bast'd on the principle that theatre
cians in the area sought out and brought
formal educational institutions who wish
happens where people are, the program
in as private teachers, and very possibly
to participate as freely as their lime
employs actors only with limited costume
a professional chamber group ensemble
permits in the activities of the center;
and staging to allow ultimate flexibility.
will be in residence for a few weeks. Mr.
high school students who wish to pursue
In the area of music, a new tutor has
Ayyangar will stay on through next fall
the arts to greater depth than the high
been Mired for next year who, according
teaching his intense condensed course in
achool curriculum allows; highly commit
to Bob Shechtman, now the only existing
Indian music and there's a good possibil
ted students who wish the oppor* jntty to
music tutor, is "a beautiful find." His
ity for a performance of Indian music in
associate closely with the professional
name is Joel Zolnik and his talents and
the fall.
faculty of the center in a kind of
ambitions are miriad. A classical and
And as for poetry, Robert Vos Dias
master-apprentice relationship.
Jass pianist, has. rccardod. with a Uio.
wporta U ^ ^ tojaliag gcoas has boon.sot
"Significantly, these various types of
done advanced work In music theory and
up and there will Tie a slmtnar this
learners will all be working with each
composition, worked with children and is
sum mer in the printing arts. Ken
other, each enriching the outers' educa
interested in putting together some per
Mikolowski from Detroit, founder and
tion by providing different viewpoints on
forming groups at Grand Valley.
director of Alternative Press, will con
the common object of study. It’s this
Shechtman added, "Joei wili harness
duct the first seminar, which will con
Integration, as well as the intergatton of
tlie musical energy here, of which there’s
tinue next year as a fairly regular
the arts into the life of the community,
an enormous amount, and create Various
offering.

Wo-men, Woe-men Air Women's
point at Marigold Lodge
Lib Viewrv'

by Ann Ketowlcz
Surrounded by tum-of-the-century ele
gance, nearly a hundred Grand Valley
atudents, faculty, and staff gathered at
the Marigold Lodge in Holland to discuss
Women's rights and roles. They were
taking part in the May 18th Spring
Community Workshop entitled Wo-men
Woe-men WOAH-men.
There were eight speakers: Three
women faculty members, three men
faculty members, and one male and
female student speakers. Each were
allowed a few minutes to speak on their
views of women and men in our society.
The first speaker was Ihgrun Lafluer,
WJC instructor. M*. Lafluer is of the
opinion that the only significant political
thing around now «r.d for the future is the
Women’s movement. Says Ms. Lafluer:
"N o woman can not be touched by the
Movement. If you ask a woman the right
questions you will find tonne support for
It"

4

She blames the Industrial Revolution

i go to work aad

relaxed with them, and the energy I put
Last used far
ego gralMcattaa.'

) the money."
I f * a l a pert of the capteMet system of

ahmo in today’s society “Tbeee values

service to
it eta
hom to
and ranch their full
human potential.
TJC tutor, Gil Davis, farmed Ms

Women faculty members also receive
less in salaries than men in the same
position, anywhere from 17 to 30%
(nationally). The higher the position the
greater the percentage difference in pay
a woman receives even though many
women are more qualified than the men
they are up against.
Professor Dewey Hoitenga, C.A.S. Phil
osophy D epartm ent—brought up the
question of “ Who was the first male
oppressor, and why did he get into that
position with women."
He used some Biblical references ana
got back to Adam and E ve* Since woman
incited the wrath at God by tempting man
with the apple, perhaps the first oppres
sor used the rational that: "W e are doing
it because you are under a curse for what
yoU did." What ever the reasoning,
worsen should not be “ cursed" any more
than, man, after all “ it took the devil to
m akuE ve fall—but it took only a woman
lo make man fall.”

The student representatives spoke
u fin ij u« their reactions to what the
previous people had said; hrst came Bob

NATIONAL POETRY FESTIVAL,
JUNE
lJrM A

ky Patrick RrMna*

For the second time on (his campus,
ihe National ro e iry Festival is being field
at Grand Vallay from June M through 94.
Participating in the ten-day avant a r t
thirteen resource poets of national and
international reputation and other poets,
students, teacheri and editors from all
parts of the country The Festival Is
again being sponsored by Thomas Jeffer
son College.
The poets who will be attending are:
The young Puerto Rican poet Victor
Hernandez Crux, whose second book,
Mainland, has Just been published by
Random Housa; Diane DIPrima, author
of Revolutionary Letters, who will be
running a workshop on women's writing
at the Festival;
Edward Dorn, whose work in several
parts. Gunslinger, has created for him a
national reputation; Robert Duncan,
whose growing list of hooka has placed
him ai the forefront of modern American
poetry and poetic theory; the medievalist,
editor, translator and poet G eorge
Economou;
Theodore Enalin, the fourth volume of
whose long "open-form " poem. Forms, la
being published this fall; Allen Ginsberg,
whose latest book Is The Fall of America;
David Meltzer, poet and editor of the
influential new anthology. The San Fran
cisco Poet*;
The well-known avant-garde poet anti
playwright, Rochelle Owens, whose latest
work, The Karl Marx Play, Just opened
to critical acclaim at the American Place
Theatre in New York; three poets —
Gvuigc w|i)jcii, Car! ivasusi, anti d ia ries
Reznikoff — who first came to promin
ence in An "O bJectlviiU " Anthology in
1932, and who have remained influential '
Allen Ginsberg, during his appearance at GVSC last November.
to this day; and the poet, editor, and
translator from French and Oriental
languages. Kenneth Rexroth
eluding registration fee). For partial en
events is planned, including seminars,
Director of the Festival is TJC’a tutor
rollment, that is, on a day to-day basis,
w ritin g workshops, discussions, and
and poel-in-residence. Robert Vas Dias.
Ihe GVSC student and staff rate is $7 50,
nightly poetry readings to be held at 132
which includes the evening readings;
In describing the event. Vas Dias states
Lake Huron Hall al H:30 P M during the
Festival period.
outside registrants, $15. The evening
that "it is not planned as a spectatorreadings only will he open to the public
oriented or performance situation « t
Admission lo ihe Festival for Grand
and GVSC community at a charge of
which an audience sits passively at
Valley students, faculty and staff wi|l be
$1 50
lectures, but rather as a situation in
according lo the following schedule: for
which those involved with poetry can
For further information, or to register
the full ten-day period, *55; outside
interact with a minimum of formality in
for the Festival, call extension 174 from
registrants. <110. For those registering
2:00 to 5:00 P.M., or see .Judy Aims,
‘ ....... ' £ 1\^j.tg,,Uiccollejie tuition ratp
poetry,
mccuiyii b ix
■*•«•«
outside registrants for credit, $145 (in*
and unstructuned. A full schedule of

Christianity Blamed For Indian Troubles — Says Speaker
"Christianity has been the number one
enemy of Indian people," said Mr. Eddie
Benton, an Ojibwa Indian front St. Paul,
Minnesota, during his visit to Professor
Kock’s class on May 14. Mr. Benton went
on to explain thr.t while Indians were
being killed, Indian lands were being
stolen, children were taken away from
their parents, the Christian religions
stood by non-concemed for justice.
Mr. Benton is director of the St. Paul

kn
ea to

Chapter of the American Indian Move
ment and executive director of the Hied
School (an all Indian school K-12) for
children who were “ push-outs” in the
public school systems.
Lively discussions were carried on in
Professors' r.nge and Maiouf classes.
Some students questioned the goals of
AIM . Mr Benton answered by saying
that AIM docs not want the BIA to be
part of the Department of Interior any

Ipnger because of the injustice done to
Indians. An example of this injustice is
that the Indians in the Pine Ridge
R eservation w ill som etimes rec e iv e
$50.00 a year or less for rental of their
lands. The lands are then leased to white
people through the BIA and they in turn
receive government subsidies on the
land This doesn't leave the Indian with
much.

Grad, w i t h P e a c e C o r p s in Y e m a n
After a year of waiting and hoping.
Winter graduate Paul La Bar has been
accepted as a Peace Corps Volunteer.
La Bar will be stationed in Yemen, an
Arab republic In southwest Asia. He is
anticipating Yemen as a country “ often
untouched by the West.” Yemen’s walled
cities enclose camel caravans and Ye
menis women veiled in the native black
"sharshaf."
With infant mortality at tf% , doctor/

STU D EN T ARRESTED

protesting presence
of
on

Stark. H * ag reed that Human Liberaijen
is the key to freedom, "W e ail have a lot

of growing to ds . bet things are going to
get better.”
On the other hand, Gwca D el mg a
radical gay feminist, exprm id anger at
all the idle
euta lack:

May 2 4 .1»73

A GVSC
a apsaefe given by
Foes to fee
Friday, May 11.

Gerald

population ratio 1/35,000, and illiteracy
coupled with the lace of any planned
'program of broadcasting, volunteers in
Yemen are faced with a formidable task.
Why then is LaBar so willing to “ sign
a w a y" two years?
“ I had lo do something for people," he
says. “ I realize that there is poverty and
illiteracy here, but working with Peace
Cor^. will give me a chance to travel and

Mara customs I would otherwise

come in contact with.” LaBar says l.e
thought of doing volunteer work outside
of the country while student caching in
Venezuela.
Training will begin for LaBar on June
25. He will be stationed in Beirut,
Lebanon for 6-8 weeks where he will
loam Arabic and study Yemenis history.
LaBar is unsure in what capacity he will
be working while in Yemen.
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THINK TANK
I am tired of arguing with Kenneth
Fridsma about government money he ia
holding (or my education. He ding*
tighter to that money, that he hai been
entrusted with, more (radically and
futllly than a young girl doe* to her
virginity. Why an old maid doesn't hold
any tighter to a burglar ahe finds under
her bed, than Kenneth Fridsma doe* to
that money. Why if that boy had been the
treaiurer for re-electing the President
committee,. Watergate would never have
happened
So I decided to give up this "W elfare
School" and transfer to that big fine rich
edifice, sprawling over half of Western
Michigan.
So after a year of intense C.I.A.
investigation, the great ones decided to
admit me to their hallow hails.
After wading through a ton of do's and
don't*. I finally make an appointment for
an interview. Now, I will have one
hundred and 22 credits from TJC as of
the summer term. Now that makes me a
senior in anybody's book.
These educated ntm-com-poops wanted
me to flush my whole bag of one hundred
and twenty two credits down the drain
and start all over as a freshman.
Well. I'm a middle-aged woman with
no strength left for seconds toward a
degree. I exploded on them like a hot keg
of shit, stealing my damn credits!!
So many big shots started rushingin
looking at my file, one would have
thought Princess Margaret was enrolling.
So when all the smoke and stink had
cleared away and I was grudgingly
allowed to keep my picking iittle credits,
I found out that this famous, high-class
Institution was not offering any courses
that I wanted to take.
In fact, our own Rodney Mulder is
teaching that subject in town at night two
biocks from where I live.
So ces la vie and all that shit.
And long live TJC.
Jerry Weils,
Thomas Jefferson College Student

watergara actually a
trivial issue

Editor:
As an Anarchist, or "Libertarian,” I
ask why all this fuss over Watergate;
calling for the President's impeachment,
etc How trivial an issue Watergate is.
Certainly it does not require the Anar
chist Weltanschauung to see that it is an
exceedingly smail step, if any at all,
from spying on another nation (a dis
similar political ins*ution) to spying on a
dissimilar political instution (another
political party). If the first is justified bv
one s political ethics, certainly ought also
In order to hold that Watergate was
wrong yet that intematibnal spying is
right one must maintain that "our”
political system is objectively, eiiiicaiiy
superior to any other, an assumption oif
dubious validity. And even so, maintain
ing that line of reasoning, Watergate is
still ju stified by those who believe
Nixonian Republicans are objectively
superior to the Democrats.
Let us label Watergate for what it is, a
iiff between rival gangs, and devote our
labors to overthrowing them both, while
they are their weakest.
Sincerely,
Mark Pearson,
TJC Student

cdihn
graphers have asked If we wanted our
faces shadowed or turned away from the
camera. I am proud of the fact that I've
managed to overcome my Christian
Reformed religious training, middle class
. Americrn programming and female can-

Lesbians Use
1lie 1ltle Women 8
Culture’ For Hatred
and Perversion

rrn

Dear Editor:

r fV . 1

,

_

*

_ _

Editor:
I would like to take IhU opportunity to
clear what 1 feel to be a general
misconception of the public. Recently
there has been much emphasis on "W om 
en's Culture" and “ Women's Liberation”
movements on the Grand Valley campus.
These terms are persuasively used to
relay Images of the improved, self-reliant
and equal woman.
After recently attending some “ Wom
en's Liberation” meetings and also a
dance fee luring a liberated women's rock
band, 1 feel a more appropriate name
would be Anti-men United” or “ Lesbian*'
band, I feel a more appropriate name
would be "Anti-men United" or "Lesbiana' Exclusive". As e woman who can
see the faults, I personally resent these
women using such broad terms as "W o
men’s Culture” and "Women's Libera
tion" through which to sir their personal
grievances. I do not resent the fact'that
these women are uniting on a common
ground and dissenting.
However I feel that because a woman
who sees, talks and attempts to change
any social injustices received by her
because of her sex, should not be
automatically included in the same cate
gory as these so-called "Liberated Wom
en ." I feel they should differentiate their
group from groups who sincerely have
constructive action towards social
change.
By including the whole female sex in
their groups these women are a hinderance rather than promotion to the truly
liberating and informing women.
A Person
Becky Covey

PRIM E M ERRY SCHOOL
IS LEARNING F U N

.

,

g a y fem in ist obiects
to stereotyp es
To the Editor:
Since Women’s Culture Week the issue
of gay and straight women in the
movement has been popping up in discus
sions pretty ’ regularly, and we of the
lunatic fringe have been motivated to do
some reviewing and re-evaluating of our
positions and procedures. I guess we are
pretty visible and probably frightening,
especially to those women who are
pushed by our outspoken preseiice to deal
with feelings they may have themselves
for the women around them.
For almost 3,000 years we have been
divided against ourselves, kept alienated
and prevented from knowing, respecting
and trusting each other under a patriar
chal system that doesn't directly oppress
so much as simply ignore us...we hi re
not taken ourselves seriously and there
fore haven't taken our relationships with
each other seriously.
Those of us who, while working and
learning in the movement, have discov
ered that our relationships with each
ether are more valuable and fulfilling,
find ourselves in the rather disturbing
position of being called perverted, im
moral and even disgusting.
I gave a talk last term on my sexuality
for a MS...myths seminar and the Lanthom reporter covering it didn’t print my
name, assuming I suppose, that I didn’t
want my secret identity exposed. Photo-

tc consider our relationships beautiful
and vitally important to my growth; if
that is something that frightens and
repulses other women enough to make
them disclaim any connection with me
sr.d other gay feminists—I can only feel
sorry that we haven't managed to over
come the stereotypic images assigned to
us since men took over our P R work.
We don't really carry chains and brass
knuckles or hang out in ladies rooms or
whistle at passing females. And we don’t
hate men.
On the contrar> , we've noticed that our
relationships with men are usually more
honest, less threatening to both parties,
and generally more satisfying, more
friendly, than they are when romantic
and sexual interests are present to put us
into roles and prescribed behavior, not to
mention dependence.
Please, those of you who don’t wan* o
be in any way identified with us, at least
look at us individually and judge us, our
ideas and actions individually and not
through the filter of what you've always
been told about us. Remember also that
there is a difference between the old
guard lesbians, (who didn't - many still,
don't - know anything different than the
traditional male-female, aggressive-pass
ive roles and so continue to imitate
them.) and the new guard gay feminists,
who have simply.decided that since most
of the sensitivity,'loyalty and understand
ing they've had has been from women,
they may as well stick with a good thing.
The emphasis is usually on the life
style rather than the sex. since it’s pretty
exciting and interesting (as well as
sometimes terrifying) to blaze your own
trail with no role models, expectations or
demands guiding your behavior.
So don't worry that coming up to one of
us more visible dyke- to ask questions or
make suggestions will result in your
being hustled off to bed. What you'll
probably find instead is another woman
like yourself - but one who has taken an
extra step in living out her ideas.
Yours in the faith,
Gwenneth Anne BaatenburgDeJing ne Masselink

OFFICE
ARE

PERSONNEL
D IN O B A T S

by Pat Russell TtiyMmki
‘Teacher is a thief. Teacher is a thief .”
The money is mining from the cash
register. There is a trail of clues leading
from the register. The children, dismay
ed to discover the loas and setting out
diligently to follow the clues, are surprised to discover that their teacher, Jim
Foersch, is responsible for the m ining
money.
Jim uses methods like these daily to
develop discovery skills as well as
problem solving, imaginatory, and In
vestigation skills in the unstructured,
c e rtifie d , e lem en tiry P rim e M erry
School in Eastmanv!!!*, Michigan. The
school is a co-operative effort of parents
and students. It ia self-supported by
tuition.
Prim e Merry has no scheduled classes.
Jim plans field trips, teaches games 3uch
as the one mentioned above and prepares
props for creative play. He is very skilled
at following the children's lead, teaching
from natural sources. For example, one
day when the children and teachers were
on a walk, they discovered a dead
raccoon which had been run over on the
road.
The discovery became the subject of
interest for a long time following. They
took it back to the school explaining that
"w e don't have to kill animals to
experiment. We have one right here." A
responsibility for wildlife is being taught
almost automatically by the teacher’s
respect for nature.
Meanwhile, hack si the tchooihouse, —
(be big brown and grey i&ccoon is
dissected, the lungs are blown up to show
the children the breathing process, the
digestive system revealed, the heart and
artery system seen. It is then skinned
and dried in the basement — a fascinat
ing lesson in biology without the use of
formaldehyde
“ Unstructured” also implies individ
ualized instruction. Jim is assisted by
student teachers, the ratio being five
students to one instructor.
Reading and math are taught in fun
ways, by means of games, cards and
cooking. “ Cooking is a good way to teach
fractions," says Jim. Some of the games
played are Bingo, Monopoly. Cribbage,
and Chess.

The L A N T H O R N is the b iw e e k ly student n e w s 
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To the Editor:
Recently a Memorandum has been
issu’ d fo, bidding Cot staff from bringing
personal radios and television sets 0*
campus. Why is this policy restricted to
Cot personnel?
Are secretaries and other administra
tive & clerical workers considered less
capable of judging where and when to
refrain from using these devices than are
other members of the college commu
nity?
Professional staff members are exempt
from this restriction as are, of course,
students. What is wrong with the use of
TVs and radios during designated break
periods?
2 students
1 secretary
1 professor

the staff o r signed contributors A ll correspondence or
inquiry sh o u ld b e directed to L A N T H O R N .
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They reuhi the fcaewtedge that learatag
la fun. Science flow* through the rooms

Science flow* through the rooms and
surrounds the school. A family of mice, a
hamster, plants in the classroom, and the
area all around the school offer con
stantly changing and reoccurring lessons.
The children are responsible for the
care of the animals, the games and the
daily cleanup — "U g h !” — as one
student put it.
One of the two large rooms is the
active room. There is a ladder nailed to
the wall leading to a hide-out up in a
large cupboard-type opening in the wall.
There were four iittle girls towering in
their hide-away when we walked in.
There is also another climbing structure,
which is used for various forms of
dramatic play. Last fall, the children
created a circus to raise money for a
Halloween party. The yard has a gener
ous amount of active play equipment for
all but stormy days.
When asked the value placed on
academic progress, Jim replied that the
child coming to the school comes here
fi ^m a background which precedes and
encourages interest in reading and the
academic disciplines.

One of the reasons for this type of
education is to provide for the develop
ment of the whole child.
A strong motivation force in the crea
tion of the maintenance of the school is to
develop the child’s ability to relate to
other people, to learn to work in small
groups co-operatively, and to strengthen
his/her ability to support and respect
himself/herself.
The important lessons'learned here by
the children are that they retain the
knowledge that learning is fun, not hard
work. And that they have something to
contribute to their small group and thus
they develop a sense of self-worth and
self-confidence.
For those interested in having their
children experience a free atmosphere,
there will be two four-week special
summer sessions conducted by ter. staff
members, including two teachers, TJC
tutors and GVSC student teachers.
For more information about the sum
mer program and/or next fall, call Ron
or Eat Effron, ext. 176 or Jo Bode, presi
dent of the parent's group — 895-6565.

Formal Dance and 'Kick Ass
Weekend’ at GVSC
by Itovunn I.. Rurkrv
KALIDESCOPE, G.V.S.C.’s first ann
ual dinner-dancC formal, was held last
Friday evening, May 1R in the upstairs
commons. In spite of a misprint in the
paper (for which the author sincerely
apologizes) the attendance sufficed to
make the event a very successful one.
Between sixty and seventy couples
dined in the north wing of the commons.
Twenty-two Allendale high school girls,
members of the Future Homemaker Club
of America, served a steak dinner and
waited on tables. Drawings were held to
give away thirty brandy snifters.
Following a brief interval after dinner,
the band HARVEST played a variety of
numbers for the active dancers, including
a couple of polkas. For four hours the
coupLs enjoyed refreshments, punch,
dancing, conversation and taking pic
tures .1 the kalidescope atmosphere.
Contrary to a prom night, everyone

seemed at ease and eager to participate,
even extending the affair to later parties.
Surely all were left with a kalidescope of
fond memories and hopes for more next
year!
P S. Many thanks to all who made the
spring formal possible.

As part of the "Kirk Ass Weekend,"
May 18-20. a dance marathon kept
students busy in Ihe downstairs commons
Friday night. Disc jockeys Dorie Blair
and Melvin Matthews kept the music
going or. for the contestants who were
getting down. Winners were: second
place, for a ten dollar prize, dancing
from R-nn P M
In
4 -0 9
A M
Jacques and Bob Green; first place,
dancing from 8:00 to CIO. Belle Bush and
Tom Ferman, who won twenty-five dol
lars. Congratulations!
The evening of Sunday, May 6, an
inside open-air concert was heid in the
commons for local and student talent
volunteers.

S T U D E N T ARRESTED
Campus police office is a deputized
Ottawa County Sherrif officer with the
power to make criminal charges.
Smith based his claim for readmittance
to the theater on his rights as a Grand
Valley student to attend events on the
campus.
Prior to Ford’s speech, a group of
demonstrators protesting the bombing of
Cambodia distributed leaflets among the
businessmen, denouncing the “ protective
reaction" strikes over Cambodia. Cur
rently, these strikes are being conducted
at a rate of 83 missions per day.
Friday’s action was jointly sponsored
by three groups: Grand Valley Peace
Action Coalition, Grand Valley Viemam
Veterans Against the War, and the Grand
Rapids Was Resister’s League.
One organizer. WJC student John A r

Ik.

K-

nold. felt too many protesters were on
hand. “ We wanted four people at the
most to hand out leaflets," be said. “We
didn't want bad publicity far the school."
The sentiments of the other demonstra
tors toward Ford were fairly evident. A
sign in the FAC lobby asked, “ Have yon
ever smelled a burned bombed baby,
Gerry? It stinks."
In m imicry of the stereo typical conventioneering businessman with identify
ing lapel sticker stating name and
company, one student cam e rttfasnil in a
surgeon's white coat with a
announcing, “ Hello, my name is O S
OVERKILL.”

The most serious result of the day was
Smith's arrest. Bond was set by
Jacob Ponstein at <100. Pre-trial I
are expected to begin Ode week.
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Eastern Philosophy For Western Man
Prof. Lucke,
Geology
ChairmanRetires

D(n)@

by Arnold Werner. M.D
* ° Dr ArBoW Werner.
" • * ,M ' **•»* Lansing. Ml. 4M23
QUESTION: When my boyfriend and I
have intercourse in the evening, I usually
have an orgasm about 80 to 90% of the
time. But. when we have intercourse in
the morning, I rarely have an orgasm.
The sensations do not seem as intense in
the morning and I do not develop signs of
sexual excitement. What could cause the
difference between night and day? By the
way, my boyfriend is just as virile in the
morning.
ANSWER: There could be a number of
plausible explanations for the situation
you describe. Some people tend to wake
up much m ore slowly in the morning and
they are generally in a less alert stale
than they are at other times of the day.
This might be due to fluctuations in
hormone levels or a concommitant of the
sleeping state. On the other hand, morn
ing time is usually fairly rushed for a lot
of people and you might be preoccupied
with other things which do not allow you
to relax sufficiently.
Sexual excitement for the man is
capricious and seems to depend more on
psychological factors than physiologic
ones. Many men awaken with erections
quite regularly and while not usually an
indicator of sexual excitement, this ser
endipitous finding can be utilized in the
traditional fashion.
QUESTION: My father and I are very
hairy. The hair is heavy and black.
Every morning I try to get a close shave,
but by evening the heard is well grown. I
also made the mistake of shaving the
hair on my chest, and now I can't stand
to let it grow back. I absolutely don't want
to grow a beard. I would be very happy if
this heavy hair could be somehow
reduced to light hair by a change in my
chemical balance.

T h e T h ird E y e

by Ann Ketawfci

ANSWER: Reviewing the whole bunch of
letters that I have received over the last
few years from men concerned about the
amount of their facial and body hair, I
find that yours is in the minority.
Overwhelmingly, the men who complain
about these matters are looking for more
hair, not less. As you indicate, your great
natural resource appears to be genetic.
In no way could the situation you
describe be considered abnormal. Jug
gling chemicals to decrease IS t amount
of body hair a man is endowed with
sounds'neat, but would also result in
shriveling of your testes, decreased sex
ual drive and high pitched voice. Your
less hairy chest might also be graced by
small breasts.
Speaking about your chest, y a i really
did it when you shaved the hair off! One
of the complaints that patients have
following surgery is the tremendous
itching waiting for body hair to grow
back in. It passes in a couple of weeks
once the hair gets long enough to lie
down flat against the skin rather than
stand up straight and be tickled. Men are
som etimes told that s tru gglin g with
something difficult “ puts hair on your
chest," it looks as if you have a cbcncc to
deal with the converse.
Your dislike of beards is unfortunate
and I don't understand it. You could be
saving yourself about two days a year
shaving time if you had a beard. Your
only choice appears to be to carry an
electric razor with you and shave once
during the day if it's that crucial that you
are clean shaver,.
QUESTION: A current trend on campus
is to crush a downer and smoke it mixed
with marijuana. We were wondering if
the burning of the drug would have any
harmful effects on us.
ANSWER: Any exhalted high achieved
with the technique you describe is prob
ably as much related to reality as
smoking banana peels was several years
ago On the other hand, u ie:e is always
the possibility that toxic materials could
be inhaled with the smoke and cause
considerable pulmonary irritation. Aside
from the use of rm njuana and alcohol,
other substances people are using to alter
mood are potentially very dangerous In
addition, getting zonked on downers
defies rational explana'ion. Not only is it
on the dangerouse side, but it sounds like
a colossal waste of time.

Dr. John -Lucke, professor of Geology
at Grand Valley, is retiring at the end of
Spring Term. Prof. Lucke has been
teaching Geology for 44 years. The last
nine years have been spent at Grand
Valley as Chairman of the Coliege of Arts
aod Sciences' Geology Department.
Dr Lucke has quite an impressive
academic history. In 1929 he graduated
from Princeton University with his bach
elors. When the depression hit, he was
put out of work As a result he returned
to graduate school where he was offered
an assistantship. In 1933 he gained his
PhD. at Columbia, and was also offered a
part-time teaching position at John Mar
shall College of Law, in Jersey City.
After a year there he went to Texaa
where he had an oil job.
1936 found Prof. Lucke at West Virginia
University as an assistant professor,
making a grand salary bf $2,200 a year.
After four years there, he moved on to
the University of Connecticut. He spent
25 years there, and in 1963 met the then
president of Grand Valley, James Zumb e r ’ e, a colleague and personal friend, at
a geology society meeting. After some
discussion, negotiations, and an interview
he was accepted here. And here he has
stayed. Now at the end of this term Dr.
Lucke will retire.
During his many years of teaching Dr.
Lucke has seen a number of changes in
college structure, requirements, and
courses.
The most "drastic" change he was
involved with came five or six years ago
at Grand Valley - when the decision was
made to try for a more varied and larger
student body. The “ rigid one-track sys
tem " where every one had to take nine
specific foundation courses was not work
ing ..." it was as bad as West Point or
Annapolis," says Dr. Lucke. Enrollment
fell off and financial support from private
sources leaked rather meager. The deci
sion was “ to give students more options,
thai was the big change, and the options
are still increasing."
Among those options are WJC and TJC.
Says Dr. Lucke. "They're non-traditional,
and I'm old enough to think that they're
not necessary...I
don't disapprove of
them
hut ! don't see the necessity of

PMIoeophy', because of it's
magnitude, cannot be summed up
with one particular doctrine. It can,
however, be said that all of the ancient
■nd modern concepts of ‘Eastern Philos
ophy' d esk with man's state oi ;w a re 
n t s that he brings into his life and
makes use of in some form of mental,
physical, emotional or spiritual expres-

them . I realize that higher education it
getting so varied that you can’ t tel! it
from secondary education in some re
spects ..one can get a Bachelors Degree
for playing second base if you have a
P.E. major...to me these things don't
belong in college."
Dr. Lucke's opinion on the lacs of
restrictions, rules, and formal grades
present in the two alternate colleges is:
“ People who like this lack of system
usually lack self-discipline themselves. If
TJC were full of above average students,
there would be nothing wrong with the
system as such...but I think extra per
missiveness encourages the lazy ”
The present administration reorganiza
tion strikes him as almost ludicrous: “ It
seems to me to be mostly window-dress
ing. Kind o f like the automobile people.
Every three or four years they have a
really redesigned car, but in between
they just change the outside a little bit...I
think that's what we're doing...President
Lubbers likes to change titles, there'snothing wrong with that, it's a sort of
academic musical chairs."
When Dr. Lucke relinquishes his posi
tion here at Grand Valley, he and his
wif.- will move "backEast" to live on
Cape Cod. He will keep busy with his
interests in Oceanugiaphy and gcomorphology, (environmental science and con
servation' and spend time with his
colleagues at ilie Woodshole Oceanogra
phic Institution.
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with man's spirituality.
Scientists have made some very inter
esting observations in regard to this
small cone shaped gland ocated behind
the eyes. Although there is still very little
known about the pineal gland, it has been
found that it is intensely activated by
hallucinagenic drugs such as LSD and
mescaline.
Aldous Huxley has stated that LSD
ft wou'd seem advantageous to end this
affects the spiritually related organa of
years series of Eastern Philosophy'
the body (which includes the pineal
articles with some thoughts regarding
gland) because of the correlation be
out of the oldest and moat important
tween I.SD and the spiritual experience
concepts of all Eastern thought—The
that many mystics have described.
Eye. This concept, once under-,
Although I am not advocating LSD as a
reveal-, the mystery of men's
substitute for natural unfoldment, I
different states of awareness.
would feel quite confident to say that
Throughout history .many philosophical
anyone who has experimented with LSD
and religious carters rvv.e referred to the
will admit there is a deep spiritual
eye's as being ' the m inors of the soul."
experience that takes place that cannot
One Chinese adept was reported to have
be described In fact, many modem
said: " A man expresses his body through
psychics have admitted that the LSD
h s hands and his soul through his eyes "
experience is an artificial way to exper
Because the eyes are ouch en important
ience the exaltation one feels during
part of many philosophies, there are
Cosmic Unfoldment.
numerous doctrines on their spiritual
What does all this mean? It could mean
significance.
that this inner eye that has been spiritu
ally symbolized through the ages is more
The most preveiant doctrine on the
eye's that is both metaphysically and
than a myth created by man's imagina
scientifically studied today per’ ins to
tion. It could be that the pineal gland in
each one of us is. as Aldous Huxley
the third or Inner eye. According to
ancient doctrines the third eye is located
stated. "T h e door of spiritual perception"
above and in between our two exterior
just as our two eyes are doors to physical
perception.
eyes. It is said that this third eye
vibrates at a level that is directly
After considering this article one might
prooortional to our state of spiritual
conclude: " I f we are born with a pineal
awareness. It may be interesting to note
gland that vibrates at a certain level
that many cultures have symbolically
according to our state of awareness, then
displayed the belief in a third eye. Some
we must not all be born equal as Christ
examples of these are the dots painted on
advocates." In answer to this paradox it
the ioreheads of many Indian mystics,
must be understood that every man has
the Egyptian serpent placed on the
the potential to expand his state of
forehead and the American Indians head
consciousness by the very fact that every
dress worn by the Indian braves and
man is born with a pineal gland (and
medicine men.
would instantly die if it were removed).
No man according to ancient doctrines,
in occultism, (the philosophy of the
is limited to the state of awareness he is
mystical), the third eye is said to have a
born with—this would be denying the
physical counterpart which modern sci
i.a » of Spiritual Evolution.
ence has discovered. This physical coun
terpart. known as the pineal gland, is
So all men are equal because of the
said to link man's physical experience
potentiality to evolve in the spiritual
with the divine experience often referred
dimensions. It may be interesting to note
to as nirvana. Cosmic Consciousness or
that many men and women who have
Self Realization. Chris', spoke of the
gone into a high state of spiritual
significance of the inner eye when lie
exaltation have reported to have felt an
said: “ The light of the body is the eye, if
intense humming from within their heads
therefore thine eye be single, thy whole
in (he exact location of the pineal gland.
body shall be full of light."
Perhaps someday we will have absolute
evidence that the mysterious pineal gland
Because man's mind is beginning to
accept spiritual doctr-ncs such as these,
is the physical manifestation of the inner'
numerous researchers in Russia and the
eye that brings the human experience in
contact with the divine experience that
United States are presently studying the
Cnrist called “ The Fathers House."
pineal gland in hope to discover it’s link
By Steven L. Creamer
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The Real Dirt On
by Ann Darnton

Heston, Robinson, & Lem m on
Are Not The Saviours O f The Fulure
fat’tck Duncan
Soylent Green and Save the Tiger are
two different types of movie*. Soylent
Green is a standard detective Dlot in a
Science Fiction setting Save the Tiger is
a unimie statement about a man trying to
make it thru one more day. But they both
ssh the ssirc question, "W hit is to
become of us?”
Judged on entertainment value, neither
film is better then the other. That
depends on what ente.tai a you. But
morally, a bad way to judge an entertain
ment field as it often obscures the
purpose of entertainment, Save the Tiger
is the better of the two
Soylent Green displays for us the
horrors of our present direction. The
picture of our future is shown in every
despicable angle and contrasted to what
went before. The contrast is made in
many forms, beginning with a well
created m ontage prologue of man's
destruction of his environment and at its
best in the magnificent portrayal of
Edward G. Robinson's death scene.
Rut the corrupt world of Soylent Green
does not revolt us as it should. Rather we
watch it as we would some curious
object. We never come close to it and
really feel the disgust owed
the world
of 2022 We, like the inhabitants of 2022,
accept this world of unbreathable air,
unfarm able land, and oyer-populated
nightmares.
The little revulsion we do feel is over
the cannibalism by protein-proxy that

creates the mystery Charlton Heston
unfolds. And that is never felt too deeply.
The only character to convey the
distressing state of 2022 is Edward G.
P.obifuor,
thst if o?jy bccsuss of the
magic that was/is Edward G. Robinson
He is the Jack Lemmon of Save the Tiger
in so years.
The Chariton Heston • Edward G.
Robinson relationship is repeated in Save
the Tiger with the pairing of Jack
Lemmon and Jack Gilford. Both Robin
son and Gilford pose a question to their
younger counterpart, the world around
them, the audience, and themselves.
“ Have we come to this?", they ask,
knowing the answer. But they not only
,ask have we but how Soylent Green
doesn't answer how?, but Save the Tiger
does.
This is done thru the mastery of Jack
Lemmon One reason we .ire not affected
by the world of Charlton Heston is his
stoic portrayal of the hero. He is por
trayed as some sort of savior to the world
of 2022. A repeat of his Omega Man role,
he is the hope of the future and
Christ-like dies in his attempt.
Jack l,rmnion is not the savior of his
world. He is its' victim. A victim of a
world that is not only physically polluted,
but morally. In a society where bribery is
Standard Operation Procedure and sex is
either a display of the mechanics upon a
movie screen or a ritual that depends on
various props and devices.
Lemmon's solution to the problem. Ins
manner of copiijg, is to lose himself in

the past. He plays his old favorites and a
mental game of creating the perfect
baseball team in his mind becomes a
neurotic obsession. But in a world where
people ai4> noticed, not for their condition,
but for what clothes they wear, he
rediscovers humanity thru the visage of a
young, uninhibited girl.
He nick! her up as she is hitch-hiking
across town Something she doe* over
and over, throughout the day, just to
meet people She and her generation are
his hope. She likes him for the kind of
person he is. Sex from her is a gift, a
way to bring two people, who share some
kind of feeling, together
Rut this hope tx shattered when he
discovers that her freedom from the
restrictions of his world is a result of. not
a different code that has been created,
but of innocence. Playing a 'name' game
with her, he discovers that she is 'pure'
only because she hasn't been tainted by
the huge number of tragedies and reali
ties that have created his world. We are
left with the feeling the experience, if she
survives, will do to her what it has done
to Jack I^emmon.
Soylent Green and Save the Tiger both
show us the problem. . . . Tiger dees so
more vividly and with more emotional
impact. It is truly one of the best films in
the last few years, and the best thus far
this year. So, on the advice of this
reviewer and the arsonist of Save the
Tiger “ Don't look at me. Look at the
screen," there the problem is presented.
Now if only someone would give us the
solution.

CAS Art Prof. Sevin Performs Next Thursday

h\ Howard Kalish
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A rare treat was enjoyed by a guuuN
number of people in Detroit last weekend
(May 12th) Good old Frank Zappa and
the notorious and always effervescent
Mothers Of Invention performed at Cobo
along with the delightful Mahavishnu
Orchestra. John Hammond, noted but
re la tiv e ly unknown blues guitarist,
played before the two biggies.
The first time I saw the Mahavishnu
Orchestra was this past summer when
they dazzled me with their dexterity and
expert musicianship
At this second concert the Mahavishnus
didn't let me down They played every
thing off their new album, "Birds of
F ire " with the same intensity that is on
the record. It can be hypnotic and
fatiguing if one is in the correct state of
mind I was.
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calculated to reach an effect unattainable
in cinema.
Sevin began experimenting with slides
while teaching Art 101. Since then he's
shown productions in area schools and at

As A
OJ.

Interlocnen. His current show was finan
ced by a college grant he received to find
educational ways to present slides. The
combined 1,000-plus slides in all four
show* were taken by either Sevin or

funds, was allowed to sit rusting in the
storage barn near the pottery barn A gas
line to the Fine Arts Building had been
laid in anticipation of the time when the
ceramics studio, and the gas kiln, would
be moved to that building The interested
students were informed that the move
would probably not occur until after they
had all graduated
Meanwhile, the gas kiln was literally
rusting. (Note A gas kiln is generally
more desirable for stoneware than an
electric, which is what the studio has
now In very simple terms, the gas kiln
makes available to the potter a much
wider range of effects > Pottery students
informed TJC's dean. Dan Gilmore, of
the kiln situation
Gilmore arranged for a conference be
tween Bill Strickland and Bob Ronkema
of the Plant Department The two dis
cussed the feasibility of constructing a
small temporary kiln shed near the

Kalish's Rocks,
Mothers And Mahavishnu
Give Birth To Danish Bats

A four-in-one slide presentation is
scheduled for Thursday, May 31, at 8
p.m in the Louis Armstrong Therter.
The evening is the culmination of several
months of work by CAS art professor
Whitney Sevin and ar- student Steve
Milanowski.
Sevin describes his three segments as
"musical presentations with slide accom
paniment. instead of the other way
around."
"W ho Will Answer?” is a study «t
civilization’s past, present, and progress.
The sensuous “ Song of the Earth” is
dedicated to Gustav Mahler and Is
accompanied by that v n p o H r'i music.
S everal themes dom inate
‘ M agical
Mystery Tour," including a view of the
auto as a contemporary sex symbol and
ways man deals with nature.
M ilanow sk i’ s “ G row ing Pains 200”
features the original music lie composed
for the show. While there's no evident
story line, each sequence of 30 to 40 slides
deals with ways people relate to porno
graphy
-L ~ ..
----------------------------------------- a___s i ___
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The GVSC pottery’ barn, thanks la
Thomas Jefferson College, has evohrad
radically over the '72-'73 school year.
The pottery bam was originally con
sidered part of CAS’s art department,
although TJC did run one of the two
beginning classes in fall '72. Beginning
with winter term. CAS abandoned the
barn by not hiring a pottery instructor or
offering pottery classes At that time,
TJC took over operation of the studio,
hiring local ceramist Jackie Butsch to
teach.
Ms Butsch was aided in studio man
agement by ceramics assistant William
Strickland, already em ployed under
work-study through TJC. Bill and otlMT
TJC advanced pottery students put much
thought and effort into improving studio
procedure, rearranging equipment for
better use of the extremely limited space.
Although no formal advanced class waa
offered, the advanced students learned
from Ms Butsch and from others Soma
of them became interested in raku, a
type of traditional Japanese pottery, so
they built and experimented with firing a
raku kiln i Students had earlier dug a
primitive hillside kiln, but were pre
vented from ever using it by the winter
snows.) A group of about fifteen took a
field trip to the Farmington studio of
well-known production potter John Glick.
As spring term drew near, TJC learned
that no pottery instructor would be
available It was decided that the new
beginning class would be student-led by
Bill Strickland, under the supervision of
Basil King. CAS once again did not offer
a course in ceramics. Bill left room in his
class for CAS and WJC students, but few
of them signed up On the other hand, so
many TJC students tried to sign up that
many had to be turned away
Before the start of spring term, pottery
students were growing increasingly con
cerned that a 27-cubie foot gas kiln,
purchased the year before with CAS

Milanowski.
A 25c admission will be charged for the
program with all proceeds going to the
art department to buy additional photo
graphy equipment

I have seen the Mothers about five
times in the past six years and they
never cease to amaze me. <-appa always
has a trick up his sleeve. This time the
trick was Jean l.uc-Ponty, fabulous
French jazz violinist who has been on a
couple of Zappa's recordings. Plus —
Ponly has several of his own albums, one
of which is “ King Kong", an album of all
Zappa composed material.
There were Some new guys in the band

10 CONCERT

tills time, like Ralph Humphreys on the
drums Ian Underwood was back aRain
on flute, sax and clarinet along with his
wife Ruth who blew my face off with her
percussion, vibe anil marimba playing
The bassist's and the trombonist's names
elude me but there was definately George
Duke on keyboards and Sal i You were
wonderful in Exoriusl Marquez on trum
pet Frank played guitar of course
The Mothers did some old stuff and
some new They startl'd with a medley
Irom " Un c l e Meat" including "D o g
Breath Variations " Then they played a
new tune complete with comedy routine
called "Don't Eat The Yellow Snow"
followed by "Saint Alfonzo's Pancake
Breakfast." For an encore "K ing Kong"
and "Son Of Mr Green Genes" could be
heard wafting thru Cobo Arena
For those of you who were unfortunate
enough to miss it there was a fabulous
band perlorming rigid here at Grand
Valley
The Danish Bats had tem porarily
reformed and they gave a splendid
coneert at the Nile (It Music hullabaloo in
the Commons The group consisted of
some old members and some new They
performed a spontaneous composition
entitled
"Border Wailin ’ for twenty
minutes before the management pulled
the plugs on the amplifiers Gooday

pottery bam, and converting the kiln
burners for use with boltled propane gas.
Students wanted to errect the shed
themselves, and were ecstatic when the
plant department agreed to provide
materials
As of this writing, work on the shed is
well under way with much help from
sculpture professor Tom Butsch, and the
students expect to complete the building
by the end of spring term.
Another high point of spring term be
sides shed-building was a TJC-sponsored,
two-day intensive workshop with ceram 
ist Georgette Zirbes. Ms. Zirbes teaches
pottery at University of Michigan, and
her varied experience in ceramics in
cludes three years of study in Japan.
During the workshop, Ms Zirbes demon
strated the making of her large sculptural
pieces, and showed slides of pieces—both
functional and sculptural—by herself and
by her students

$ College IV $
Offers Jobs
$ To Students $
Job Description: Assist the faculty of
College IV in the preparation of individ
ualized learning modules Under super
vision of College IV faculty. prepare
objectives, gather materials for study
guides, and write sell-test questions. Test
and evaluate modules for effectiveness.
Do library search as necessary for
materials Develop ideas for media to
augment modules. Take part in seminars
and discussions on effective means of
communications
Minimum Qualifiestinns: 1) Must be of
sophomore or junior standing at GVSC
2) Must plan to return to GVSC in the fall
ot 1973
3) Must be willing to work
part-time as a tutor in College IV (for
pay or for credit) during the academic
vi ar 1973-74 41 Must intend to major in
one of the following disciplines: biology,
chemistry, economics, English, mathe
matics, psychology, or sociology.
Applicants will also be judged on
evidence of creativity, cooperativeness,
conscientiousness, willingness to take
direction, and ability to work independ
ently.
Applications will consist of a one page
statement outlining the student’s interest
in the job being offered, and two letters
of recommendation from faculty mem
,
bers.
For more information contact Dean
Toft, College IV, Room 231, Lake Super
ior Hall.
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